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Introduction

IFLA Library Publishing SIG
- Established in Kuala Lumpur in 2018
- Aiming to build a global community for libraries and library professionals engaged in publishing

Library Publishing Coalition
- 61 academic libraries with the Educopia Institute founded the LPC in 2013/14
- Published Library Publishing Directory online annually, 2014-2021

Discussion

- Scholarly publishing vs. general publishing activities
- More entries via different venues
- Annual survey and regular updates
- Under-represented countries/regions
- Languages other than English

Research Project: Chinese Library Publishing Activities

Goals
- To illustrate the Library Publishing Activities in China
- To expand the Global Library Publishing Map to China

Grant
- This project is awarded the 2021 Sheila Suen Lai Research Grant by Chinese American Librarians Association

Initial Outcome
- Case study at Peking University Library

Global Library Publishing Map
- IFLA SIG & LPC Collaboration
- LPC annual survey: short form for IFLA
- Survey to IFLA community
- Data preparation & Map development
- url: https://lib-pub.org/